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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are developing an ASP.NET MVC application that processes
payments for an online retailer The retailer provides a .NET
assembly that contains a class named Retail EventSource That
derives from the EventSource class.
The RetailEventSource class has a method named
SuspiciousTransaction that returns True when the order
originates from a system that differs significantly from the
system that usually performs orders. The RetailEventSource
class also has a field named PaymentProcessed that stores the
event identifier for a payment-processed event.
Events must be written only when the event source is in a state
where writing events is valid You need to create a derived type
that contains the method to raise a PaymentProcessed event
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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Answer: D
Explanation:
Scenario: Litware must meet technical requirements including:
Ensure that VM3 can establish outbound connections over TCP
port 8080 to the applications servers in the Montreal office.
IP flow verify checks if a packet is allowed or denied to or
from a virtual machine. The information consists of direction,
protocol, local IP, remote IP, local port, and remote port. If
the packet is denied by a security group, the name of the rule
that denied the packet is returned. While any source or
destination IP can be chosen, IP flow verify helps
administrators quickly diagnose connectivity issues from or to
the internet and from or to the on-premises environment.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/network-watcher/networkwatcher-ip-flow-verify-overview

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements about route summarization are true?
(Choose two )
A. BGP sends both specific and aggregate routes unless the
keyword "summary-only" is configured.
B. It is recommended for use on discontiguous networks.
C. EIGRP learned routes are automatically summarized
D. CD Routes are automatically summarized to their classful
boundary with OSPF
E. When a packet is routed to a destination, the router chooses
the most specific prefix from the routing table
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1.
Subscription1 contains a virtual machine named VM1.
You install and configure a web server and a DNS server on VM1.
VM1 has the effective network security rules shown in the
following exhibit.

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that
completes each statement based on the information presented in
the graphic.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1:
Rule2 blocks ports 50-60, which includes port 53, the DNS port.
Internet users can reach to the Web server, since it uses port
80.
Box 2:
If Rule2 is removed internet users can reach the DNS server as
well.
Note: Rules are processed in priority order, with lower numbers
processed before higher numbers, because lower numbers have
higher priority. Processing stops once traffic matches a rule,
as a result, any rules that exist with lower priorities (higher
numbers) that have the same attributes as rules with higher
priorities are not processed.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/security
-overview
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